Thank you for choosing Schneider Electric ZENcelo series. ZENcelo series is
made of virtually unbreakable polycarbonate material for excellent durability and
safety. Incorporated the patent-pending impress.mechanism, ZENcelo is the first
mechanical switch in Full-Flat design, no matter it is “ ON ” or “OFF ” position.
Another significant and unique feature is the flexibility in “ Mix & Match ”
appearance for coordinating your changing demand in decoration. Upgrade
surface plates in choices of colours are available from your local Schneider
Electric dealers.

MOUNTING INSTRUCTION

INSTALLATION GUIDE
General Notes for
All ZENcelo Products
(A-format series)

Please refer to the following diagram for proper installation.
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REPLACEMENT OF SURROUND
1. To replace the Surround, carefully insert a screwdriver between the Surround
and wall surface then twist the screwdriver through 90° to dislodge the Surround
from the Gridplate.
2. Use the other hand to support and withdraw the Surround.
3. Safekeeping the surround to prevent damage during product installation.
4. Turn off the power supply when you clean the product. Use a soft,
slightly-moistened cloth or tissue paper to wipe off the dust and dirt on the
surface. Clean with much diluted detergent if necessary but avoid using
corrosive chemicals.
5. Electrical installation (except Surround replacement) must be carried out by a
qualified electrician.

Remarks：
1. When installing this product, suggest to use the Wall box with a depth more than
38mm.
2. For surround mounting, align the clip locks on the faceplate and press both
side of the surround. Complete engagement of the clip locks is indicated by
two clear clicks.
3. For middle size and big size products, suggest to pry both clip locks in the same
side firstly, then pry clip locks in another side.
4. If you need remove the modules, suggest to use a small screw-driver.

DIE-CUT
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Insert a screwdriver into the clip
lock, and twist the screwdriver to
remove the surround.
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